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With
h the identifiication of theeoretical fram
meworks ressulting from
m a synthesis
of th
he implemen
ntation evaluuation literatuure, there haas been a neeed for
meassures of the implementat
ation componnents to asseess implemenntation
prog
gress and to test
t the hypoothesized rellationships aamong the coomponents.
Reliaable and valid measures of implemeentation com
mponents are essential to
plann
ning effectiv
ve implemenntation suppoorts, assessinng progress toward
impllementation capacity, annd conductinng rigorous reesearch on
impllementation. Policy, praactice, and sccience relateed to implem
mentation can
n
be ad
dvanced morre rapidly w
with practicall ways to asssess implemeentation.
Sincce the beginn
nings of the ffield, the diffficulties inhherent in impplementation
n
havee "discourageed detailed sstudy of the process of im
mplementatiion. The
prob
blems of imp
plementationn are overwhhelmingly coomplex and sscholars havee
frequ
uently been deterred by methodologgical consideerations. ... a
comp
prehensive analysis
a
of im
mplementatiion requires that attentioon be given
to multiple
m
actio
ons over an eextended perriod of time"" (Van Meterr & Van
Horn
n, 1975, p. 450
4 - 451; se e a similar ddiscussion neearly three ddecades later
by Greenhalgh,
G
Robert,
R
MaccFarlane, Baate, & Kyriakkidou, 2004)). Adding to
o
this complexity
c
is
i the need tto simultaneoously and prractically meeasure a
varieety of variab
bles over tim
me, especiallyy when the im
mplementatiion variabless
undeer considerattion are not w
well researchhed. Recentt reviews of the field
(Elliis, Robinson, Ciliska, Arrmour, Rainaa, Brouwers, et al., 20033;
Greeenhalgh et all., 2004) havve concludedd that the widde variation in
meth
hodology, measures,
m
andd use of term
minology acrooss studies llimits
interrpretation an
nd prevents m
meta-analysees with regarrd to dissem
minationdiffu
usion and im
mplementatioon studies.
Receent attempts to analyze ccomponents of implemenntation havee used 1)
very
y general meaasures (e.g. L
Landenberger & Lipseyy, 2005; Mihaalic & Irwin
n,
2003
3) that do no
ot specificallyy address coore implemenntation compponents, 2)
meassures specifiic to a givenn innovation (e.g. Olds, H
Hill, O'Brienn, Racine, &
Moritz, 2003; Scchoenwald, S
Sheidow, & Letourneau, 2004) that may lack
geneerality acrosss programs, or 3) measur
ures that onlyy indirectly aassess the
influ
uences of som
me of the coore implemenntation compponents (e.g. Klein,
Conn
n, Smith, Sp
peer, & Sorraa, 2001; Pannzano, et al., 2004).
The following assessments
a
are specificc to “best praactices” extracted from:
1) th
he literature, 2) interactioons with purrveyors who are successffully

Thiis tool was develloped by the Nattional Implemen
ntation Research Network (NIRN
N) and adapted ffor use by SISEP
P.

implementing evidence-based programs on a national scale, 3) in-depth interviews with 64 evidence-based
program developers, 4) meta-analyses of the literature on leadership, and 5) analyses of leadership in education
(Blase, Fixsen, Naoom, & Wallace, 2005; Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005; Heifetz &
Laurie, 1997; Kaiser, Hogan, & Craig, 2008; Naoom, Blase, Fixsen, Van Dyke, & Bailey, 2010; Rhim, Kowal,
Hassel, & Hassel, 2007).
For more information on the frameworks for Implementation Drivers and Implementation Stages derived by the
National Implementation Research Network, go to HTTP://NIRN.FPG.UNC.EDU. The synthesis of the
implementation evaluation literature can be downloaded from the NIRN website.
You have our permission to use these measures in any non-commercial way to advance the science and practice
of implementation, organization change, and system transformation. Please let us know how you are using the
measures and let us know what you find so we can all learn together. As you use these measures, we encourage
you to do cognitive interviewing of key informants to help revise the wording of the items to help ensure each
item taps the desired aspect of each implementation component.
We ask that you let us know how you use these items so we can use your experience and data to improve and
expand the survey. Please respond to Dean Fixsen (contact information below). Thank you.
Dean L. Fixsen, Ph.D.
Senior Scientist
FPG Child Development Institute
CB 8040
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8040
Cell # 727-409-1931
Reception 919-962-2001
Fax 919-966-7463
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Stage-Based Implementation Assessments
To use the stage-based assessments of implementation, the assessor first must determine the stage of
implementation for the innovation in an organization. There are no fixed rules to follow, so assessors must use
their good judgment. The reader is referred to the Assessment of Implementation Stages for more information
and action planning.
Stage of Implementation

Assessments

Exploration

Assessment of Implementation Stages
ImpleMap

Installation

Installation Stage Assessment
Installation Stage Action Planning Guide

Initial Implementation

Initial Implementation Component Assessment
Initial Implementation Action Planning Guide

Full

Full Implementation Component Assessment
State Implementation & Scaling-up of Evidence-based Practices
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Implementation Tracker

Initial Implementation Stage Assessments of
Implementation
The Implementation Drivers are processes that can
be leveraged to improve competence and to create a
more hospitable organizational and systems
environment for an evidence-based program or
practice (Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, &
Wallace, 2005). Since sound and effective
implementation requires change at the practice,
organization, and State and Federal levels, these
processes must be purposeful to create change in the
knowledge, behavior, and attitudes of all the human
service professionals and partners involved.
A pre-requisite for effective use of the
Implementation Drivers is a well operationalized,
intervention, program, practice, or innovation. The
more clearly the core intervention components are
defined and validated through research (e.g. fidelity
correlated with outcomes; dosage and outcome
data), the more clearly the Implementation Drivers
can be focused on bringing these core intervention
components “to life” and sustaining and improving
them in context of practices, organizations, and
systems.
The Implementation Drivers are reviewed here in
terms of accountability and ‘best practices’ to
improve and achieve competence and confidence of
the persons who will be involved in implementing
the new way of work (e.g. practitioners,
supervisors, coaches, managers, directors, etc.) and
the organizations and systems that will support the
new ways of work.
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Implementation Teams, with members who know
the intervention well, can use this tool as a way to
discuss the roles and responsibilities with the
individuals they are guiding. Engaging TA
providers and program developers in this process
can yield a useful and enlightening discussion that
will not only impact program quality but also
programmatic sustainability.
Overall, the Drivers are viewed through an
Implementation Lens. After all, most organizations
would say that they already recruit and select staff,
provide orientation and some training, supervise
their staff, etc. But what do these activities look
like when they are focused on Effective
Implementation Practices designed to create
practice, organizational, and systems change at all
levels?
The Team using the Installation Stage Assessment
items also will want to discuss the importance and
perceived cost-benefit of fully utilizing the best
practices related to each Driver as well as the
degree to which the Team has ‘control’ over each
Driver and the associated ‘best practices’. When
the best practices cannot be adhered to, then the
Team needs to be confident that weaknesses in one
Driver are being compensated for by robust
application of other Drivers. For example, if skillbased training is needed but is not offered with
qualified behavior rehearsal leaders who know the
intervention well; then coaches will have increased
responsibility to develop the basic skills of the
persons they are coaching.
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COMPETENCY DRIVER - Recruitment and Selection of Staff:
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Partially Not In Notes:
Place In Place Place

Accountability for developing recruitment and
selection processes and criteria is clear (e.g. lead
person designated and supported)
Job description clarity re: accountability and
expectations
Pre-Requisites are related to “new practices” and
expectations (e.g. basic group management skills)
Interactive Interview Process:



Behavioral vignettes and Behavior
Rehearsals
Assessment of ability to accept feedback



Assessment of ability to change own
behavior
Interviewers who understand the skills and abilities
needed and can assess applicants accurately.
Feed forward of interview data to training staff &
administrators & coaches (integration)
Feedback from exit interviews, training data,
turnover data, opinions of administrators & coaches,
and staff evaluation data to evaluate effectiveness of
this Driver
Best Practice Scores - Percent of Recruitment and
Selection Items in each column
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COMPETENCY DRIVER - Training:
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Partially Not In Notes:
Place In Place Place

Accountability for delivery and quality monitoring of
training is clear (e.g. lead person designated and
supported)
Timely (criteria: Training occurs before the person
attempts to or is required to use the new program or
practice)
Theory grounded (adult learning principles used)
Skill-based


Behavior Rehearsals vs. Role Plays



Qualified Rehearsal Leaders who are Content
Experts
Practice to Criteria



Feed Forward of pre/post data to
Coaches/Supervisors
Feedback of pre/post data to Selection and
Recruitment
Outcome data collected and analyzed (pre and post
testing) of knowledge and/or skills
Trainers have been trained and coached
Fidelity measures collected and analyzed related to
training (e.g. schedule, content, processes,
qualification of trainers)
Best Practice Scores - Percent of Training Items in
each column
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COMPETENCY DRIVER - Supervision and Coaching:
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Partially Not In Notes:
Place In Place Place

Accountability for development and monitoring of
quality and timeliness of coaching services is clear
(e.g. lead person designated and supported)
Written Coaching Service Delivery Plan
Uses multiple sources of information for feedback
Direct observation of implementation (in person,
audio, video)
Coaching data reviewed and informs improvements
of other Drivers
Accountability structure and processes for Coaches



Adherence to Coaching Service Delivery
Plan is regularly reviewed
Multiple sources of information used for
feedback to coaches
o Satisfaction surveys from those being
coached
o Observations of expert/master coach
o Fidelity measures of those being
coached as key coaching outcome

Best Practice Scores - Percent of Supervision/Coaching
Items in each column
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COMPETENCY DRIVER - Performance Assessment - Fidelity:
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Partially Not In Notes:
Place In Place Place

Accountability for fidelity measurement and
reporting system is clear (e.g. lead person
designated and supported)
Transparent Processes – Proactive staff orientation to
the process and procedures
Fidelity measures are correlated with outcomes; are
available on a regular basis and used for decisionmaking
Fidelity measurement and reporting system is
practical and efficient
Use of Appropriate Data Sources (e.g. competency
requires observation)
Positive recognition processes in place for
participation
Fidelity data over time informs modifications to
implementation drivers (e.g. how can Selection,
Training, and Coaching better support high fidelity)
Best Practice Scores - Average Percent of
Performance Assessment/Fidelity Items in each
column
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ORGANIZATION DRIVER - Decision Support Data Systems:
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Partially Not In Notes:
Place In Place Place

Accountability for measurement and reporting
system is clear (e.g. lead person designated and
supported)
Includes intermediate and longer-term outcome
measures
Includes process measures (fidelity)
Measures are “socially important” (e.g. academic
achievement, school safety)
Data are:








Reliable (standardized protocols, trained data
gatherers)
Reported frequently (e.g. weekly, quarterly)
Built into practice routines
Collected at and available to actionable units
(e.g. grade level, classroom, student “unit”)
Widely shared with building and District
personnel
Shared with family members and community
Used to make decisions (e.g. curricula,
training needed, coaching improvements)

Best Practice Scores - Average Percent of Decision
Support Data System Items in each column
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ORGANIZATION DRIVER - Facilitative Administrative Supports:
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Place

A Building/District Leadership and Implementation
Team is formed
The Building/District Leadership and
Implementation Team has Terms of Reference that
include communication protocols to provide
feedback to the next level “up” and describes from
whom feedback is received (PEP-PIP protocol)
The Team uses feedback and data to improve
Implementation Drivers
Policies and procedures are developed and revised
to support the new ways of work
Solicits and analyzes feedback from staff
Solicits and analyzes feedback from “stakeholders”
Reduces internal administrative barriers to quality
service and high fidelity implementation
Best Practice Scores - Average Percent of
Facilitative Administration Items in each column
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Partially Not In Notes:
In Place Place

ORGANIZATION DRIVER - Systems Intervention
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Place

Partially Not In Notes:
In Place Place

Building Leadership and Implementation is formed
and supported by the District
Leadership matches level needed to intervene
Engages and nurtures multiple “champions” and
“opinion leaders”
Objectively documents barriers and reports barriers
to next level “up”
Makes constructive recommendations to next level
“up” to resolve barriers
Develops formal processes to establish and use PEP
– PIP cycles (e.g. linking communication protocols
to give and receive feedback from the next level
“down” and “up”)
Creates time-limited, barrier busting capacity by:


Using Transformation Zones



Doing usability testing (short PDSA
cycles with small groups)
Creates optimism and hope by communicating
successes
Average Percent of Systems Intervention Items in
each column
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LEADERSHIP DRIVER
To what extent are best practices being used?

In
Place

Technical Leadership
Leaders within the organization have provided
specific guidance on technical issues where there
was sufficient clarity about what needed to be done.
Leaders within the organization have been very
good at giving reasons for changes in policies,
procedures, or staffing.
Leaders within the organization have been actively
engaged in resolving any and all issues that got in
the way of using the innovation effectively.
Leaders within the organization have been very
good at focusing on the issues that really matter at
the practice level.
Leaders within the organization have been fair,
respectful, considerate, and inclusive in their
dealings with others.
Adaptive Leadership
Leaders within the organization continually have
looked for ways to align practices with the overall
mission, values, and philosophy of the organization.
Leaders within the organization have convened
groups and worked to build consensus when faced
with issues on which there was little agreement
about how to proceed.
Leaders within the organization have established
clear and frequent communication channels to
provide information to practitioners and to hear
about their successes and concerns.
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Partially Not In Notes:
In Place Place

Leaders within the organization have actively and
routinely sought feedback from practitioners and
others regarding supports for effective use of the
innovation.
Leaders within the organization have been actively
involved in such things as conducting employment
interviews, participating in practitioner training,
conducting performance assessments of individual
practitioners, and creating more and better
organization-level assessments to inform decision
making.
Average Percent of Leadership Items in each
column
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Quality Implementation Score Summary:

Average Percent of Items Across Seven
Implementation Drivers for each column
Summary of “next right steps” by Driver:
Recruitment and Selection:

Pre-Service and In-Service Training:

Supervision and Coaching:

Performance Assessment - Fidelity:

Decision Support Data Systems:

Facilitative Administrative Supports:

Systems Intervention at the Organizational Level:

Leadership:

Learn more about the science and practice of Implementation at:
about implementation science at HTTP://NIRN.FPG.UNC.EDU/

WWW.SCALINGUP.ORG

by reading the Scaling Up Briefs and more

Access the monograph by Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace (2005). Implementation Research: A Synthesis of the
Literature at: HTTP://WWW.FPG.UNC.EDU/~NIRN/RESOURCES/PUBLICATIONS/MONOGRAPH/
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AP
PPEND
DIX A
Exa
amples of
o Imple
ementatiion Data
a
Joshhua Patras an
nd colleaguess at the Atferrdssenteret - Norsk senteer for studier av problem
matferd og innnovativ
prakksis - Universsitet i Oslo (The
(
Norweg
gian Center for
f Child Beehavioral Deevelopment, University oof Oslo)
havee collected data to establish the reliab
bility and vaalidity of the Full Implem
mentation iteems. Patras et al.
interrviewed 213 practitionerrs, supervisio
ors, and man
nagers associiated with tw
wo well-estabblished eviddence-based
proggrams in Norrway. The Cronbach
C
alp
phas obtained
d in their stuudy were: sellection, 0.711; training, 00.22;
coacching, 0.31; performance
p
e assessmentts, 0.81; deciision supporrt data system
ms, 0.89; faccilitative adm
ministration,
0.87; leadership,, 0.95; and im
mplementatiion climate, 0.71.
he Norwegian
n Center for Child Behav
vioral Devellopment, Unniversity of O
Oslo. Thankks to Terje
Dataa are from th
Ogdeen, Bernadettte Christenssen,

Terjee Christanseen, and Joshu
ua Patras. No
ote that Patraas et al. use d a 3-point sscale.
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The variation in scores within scales is shown in the Figure above. Rating for some implementation
components had little variation (e.g. Training and Supervision/Coaching) while others (e.g. Facilitative
Adinistration and Leadership) had considerable variation across respondents.
It also was fascinating to see the Purveyor Profiles that emerged. As shown in the Figure below, the
implementation supports provided by the Purveyor group for evidence-based program #1 were scored fairly
high for Training and Supervision/Coaching, Systems Interventions, and Climate. See the Full Implementation
Assessment for an explanation of the implementation climate items.
Scoring values:
0 = Not in place
1 = Partially in place
2 = Fully in place

Purveyor #1
2

1
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The respondents rating Purveyor group for evidence-based programs #2 scored them fairly high across all
implementation supports, although Decision Support Data Systems and Facilitative Administration/
Management could be improved a bit.

Purveyor #2
2

1

The discrimination between two hghly regarded Purveyor groups provides further encouragment about the
usefulness of the items for assessing the presence and strength of implementation components in complex
human service environments.

This tool was developed by the National Implementation Research Network (NIRN) and adapted for use by SISEP. SISEP produced
this product under a cooperative agreement associated with PR Award # H328K080001. Jennifer Coffey served as the project
officer. The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent the positions or polices of the Department of Education. No official
endorsement by the U.S. Department of Education of any product, commodity, service or enterprise mentioned in this publication is
intended or should be inferred. This product is public domain. Authorization to reproduce it in whole or in part is granted. While
permission to reprint this publication is not necessary, the citation should be:
State Implementation and Scaling-up of Evidence-based Practice (2010). Stage Based Measures of Implementation Components:
Initial Implementation Assessment, FPG Child Development Institute, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill,, The National
Implementation Research Network, February 2011.
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